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Male Soap Opera Anthropology Students Dig
Strikes Campus at Newly Acquired Farm
fHTRlCK HOWARD
Staff Writer
Let me say, for the record,
that Phi Kappa Tau is by far the
coolest fraternity on campus.
A shameless plug, yes, but
my allegiances are easily bought.
Phi Kappa Tau. in conjuction with
Lancer Productions, brought
Wrest lemani a XVII to Long wood
college on Sunday, April 1st
I'm going to get the disclaimer out of the way now.
For those of you who do not
enjoy wrestling, have never
watched it, don't understand it,
etc., stop reading now, you won't
understand a word I'm saying.
For those of you who understand the simple pleasures of
cracking a cold beer and yelling
at the T.V. as big guys beat up on
each other, read on.
Wrestlemania opened up
this year in Houston, and boasted
a four hour show, as opposed to

the usual three hours that a WWF
pay-per-view lasts.
The first match was for the
Intercontinental Championship,
pitting champion Chris Jericho
against the current commissioner
(a title which means practically
nothing) of the WWF. William
Regal.
In all my years of watching
wrestling, I have yet to figure out
what they mean by Intercontinental, but that's beside the point.
I was pulling for Jericho,
because he's funny and because
William Regal is the biggest
pansy walking.
I wasn't disappointed.
The match itself was boring, consisting mainly of submission holds and slapping, but eventually, Jericho hit Regal with the
Lionsault (kind of a backflip off
the ropes) and pinned him to re

See WRESTLE p. 10

KIM URANN
Editor-in-Chief
Longwood College recently received more than 500
acres of Amrs Hull
Springs Farm from Mary
Farley Ames Lee, a
Longwood graduate of
1938.
This farm is located
in the Northern Neck of
Virginia with access to the
Chesapeake Bay. Lee's decision to leave it to
Longwood had to do with
her desire to see the land
put to good use and enjoyed.
This land has already been used by
Longwood for multiple
acti vites over the past few
years, including orinthological
and botanical studies, as well as
the archaeological dig sites.
On Thursday, March 22,
2001, students of Dr. James
Jordan's Prehistoric Human An-

thropology course, including myself, went to Ames Hull Springs
Farm to continue an archaeological dig which began in the Fall of

Photo by Matt Stevens
1998.
Jordan and his students,
along with Site Supervisor
Christie Hedman, hoped to find
more evidence of a venerable
slave who lived on this property

in the late eighteenth century
named Dadda Gumby.
The Gumby site had revealed artifacts from earlier digs
which could possibly
mean that there was indeed a slave cabin on or
near the sp<5t where the
students now found themselves.
The artifacts found
on this trip were inconclusive as to whether a slave
cabin had stood in that particular area or whether it
had just been a good place
to throw trash.
Although a lot of
brick pieces were found,
indicating that a respected
black man had indeed
lived there, there were also
23 pieces of prehistoric pottery
which were a little more difficult
to explain.

See DIG p. 11

ShantyvUle and WISH Week:
Success or Big Mess?
UZ RICHARDS
Asst. News Editor
Students sleeping in cardboard boxes, mountains of potatoes in the Jarman parking lot, and
shipping in homeless people from
other cities were only a few of the
activities that took place during
last week's "WISH week."
Bringing awareness was the
goal of the Cox/Wheeler staff that
put together the week long tribute to the less fortunate.
One of the most in-yourface demonstrations of spreading
homeless awareness was the
lown ui ciyuixMuu IKHMM «u up

outside of the student union.
Shantyville was a week
long project that encouraged organizations around campus to
build a shanty representing their

group.
Each night a student would
sleep outside in the shanty, essentially getting a feel for what it's
like to be homeless.
There have been speculations that Shantyville actually
poked fun at the homeless, but for
the most part, the students are in
agreement that it served its purpose of bringing attention to the
homeless.
"I thought it was a great
experience; it brought me back to
the realization of not taking everything for granted."
"Regardless of whether or
lioi It Wii ZZm£u'J ,»OW 2 ••CaTaC

leu person would be living; it
gave a taste of how it would be,"
said student, Lindsay Williams.
Although the Shantyville
was effective in spreading the

word about homelessness, many
people think the experiences of
the students were not at all like
the homeless.
The students were provided
with hot food and drinks, a
friendly environment, and had a
bathroom available to them at all
times; something that homeless
people rarely have available.
"I don't think that the experiences were necessarily the same
as the ones homeless people experience because we had food,
clothing, blankets, etc. at our disposal."
"I came to the realization
that it isn't erea close to what the
homeless have to deal with," said
student, Lauren Lowe.
Even with heavy rainfall

See SHANTY p. 10
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EDITO
This week's installment is
going to be a little different. Well,
a lot different really.
I'm going to warn you all
now that this editorial might be a
bit too sentimental for some of
you, and I apologize in advance
for not giving you my usual dose
of sarcasm and bitterness.
However, I am feeling
rather mushy today, so I am going to tell you about someone I
hold in highest regards.
Well, I'll tell you if you
keep reading that is.
Which I hope you do, because this person is one of best I
have ever met.
Not that I have met a lot of
people or been around for so
many years and I'm the wise guru
of humanity, but hey, in my eyes,
this guy takes the cake, the ice
cream and the Seattle cheesecake.
This guy is my boyfriend
TJ.
Yes, my boyfriend.
No, he's not a new boyfriend that I am all happy about
and forcing others to listen about

He is just a great guy.
And not in the "He's so
sweet and special" way, but in a
deep, almost immeasureable way.
On November 16, 2000, I
found out that I'm pregnant.
That's right: preggers, with
child, mom-to-be, pregnant.
This was not the planned,
wonderful thing that pregnancies
usually are.
But because of TJ, I have
become the most excited expectant woman ever in the world.
He has been supportive of
every decision I have made since
the beginning.
From the decision to keep
the baby to the decision to stay in
school, he has been the consoling
arm around my shoulders, the
guiding hand on my back, and the
helpful hand to lift me up.
Without him, I would not
have made it this far in my
pregnacy or anything else.
Because I am now about 6
months along, I feel fat and ugly.
My stomach is huge, and
I've begun to waddle, for God's

sake.
When 1 start feeling bad
about the whole situation, it's always TJ that gives me a big hug
and tells me how beautiful I am
(it's so nice to be lied to for a good
reason).
And, sure, you could scoff
and say that that's not such a big
deal really.
But how many 20-year-old
college guys with a future stretching far in front of them would be
willing to give up the partying, the
friends, and the freedom to raise
a family.
Most of the guys I know,
upon finding out that their girlfriend is pregnant, would just
say," Hey, great, how much
money do you want every month?
Oh, by the way, get the hell out."
Don't get all pissed at me
because I said that, either, but it's
true.
A lot of you want to think
that you would be as good about
this as TJ has been, but I wonder
seriously.
He has made plans to work

to support our impromptu family
while I finish school, and he has
figured out ways for us to have a
house and he has never acted resentful or angry about it
In fact, I think he is even
more excited than I am.
I think it shows a great
strength of spirit to be willing to
take on such a heavy burden when
he could have just as easily
walked away.
With so many people just
walking away and shirking their
responsibilities, I am amazed that
this one guy, this one man, is taking on so many.
Yes, it is his son that I am
having, but that hasn't stopped
hundreds of thousands of other
guys in this same position from
shrugging it off.
I have known since the
third date with TJ that he was
"The One" that romance novels
and sentimental old people always talk about.
And this new situation has
just made my feelings for him
even more resounding.

Some people might think
that what he is doing is just what
a person is supposed to do, but I
know that he does things for more
reasons than because he is supposed to.
I see the looks he gives me
when he thinks I'm not looking
that are so infused with love it
makes my heart ache.
And when he falls asleep
with his hand resting on my now
bulging belly, I just want to cry.
He robs my back after I've
been in The Rotunda office all
night finishing up for deadline,
and he massages my legs and feet
when they cramp up in the middle
of the night.
When I get up to go to the
bathroom, he wakes up to make
sure I'm okay, but he's so worn
out from working and getting
things ready he doesn't even remember.
So, yeah, I think I have the
best guy, and I love him.
Kim Urann
Editor-in-Chief
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Dear Editor:
This letter is in response to
the letter written in to the Activist Zone in the March 29 issue. I
will clear one thing up quickly, I
am not a dining hall worker, or a
cafe employee. But I couldn't help
but get a little hot under the collar at the insensitive, selfish, and
self-serving nature in which the
individual sounded off complaints
concerning the condition of the
new dining hall.
Some of the arguments
made were that the salad bars
were spattered with different
salad dressings, the tables were
dirty, the dining hall staff was
rude, and that the food was just
plain out bad.
While I cannot argue any of
these points to be untrue, I can
state this. SOME Longwood students tend to be careless, rude,
thoughtless, and inconsiderate
when it comes to others.
The reason the tables in the
dining hall are a mess is because
students load up on more food
than they can eat, try and balance
their overloaded trays back to a
table, where they commence eating like slobs spilling crumbs,
gravies, a&d drinks aQ over the
table.
These students don't carry
the common courtesy of using a
napkin to wipe their disgusting
mess from the table to their tray,

rather they leave the mess on the
table, and even more annoying is
when some self-centered prick
just leaves their tray sitting at the
table and they leave the dining
hall.
Some students are careless
in serving the buffet foods to
themselves. The students are the
ones that create the mess in the
salad dressings, and loading their
plates up with more ketchup
(among other condiments) than
they could possibly eat in ten
years.
I see students pick their
noses before scooping ice-cream,
sneezing in the syrup pot, and
scratching their butt crack before
they grab a pickle.
And I'm sorry you're too
lazy to get up on the weekend
before one in the afternoon. Don't
blame the dining hall workers
because they had to be up at six
that Saturday or Sunday morning
just to make sure you had something to eat
Many of them, just getting
off of work the night before from
making sure you had a supper to
eat. I'm sure that after one, they're
ready to clean up and go home,
and >«.<. ilicii families for a
change, rather than to see your
hung-over face stumble into the
dining hall demanding some stupid omelette.
Which brings me to my fi-

nal point, the dining hall workers.
Have you ever thought that they
might come across as rude because you walk in sometimes acting like a prick when they run out
of Ketchup, or don't have the type
of gravy you wanted.
They listen to you gripe and
complain all day, everyday, about
some of the most trivial asinine
things on this earih. If you pay
careful attention, you'll notice that
many of those workers that are
there in the morning for breakfast,
are there tc serve you lunch, are
there to serve you supper, are
there to serve you breakfast the
next day.
They serve close to 3.300
students and faculty in a day. So
if they get a little peeved because
you couldn't find your card two
weeks ago, and you're just too
lazy to get a new one, like the last
400 students they just served, I
can understand!
The dining hall workers are
there because they have to put
food on THEIR table, they have
to support THEIR kids through
school, they have to put clothes
on THEIR backs. They cant call
home to mommy and daddy when
they're in a bind. So show a little
consideration, and just be thankful you have food.
No need to htde my name
Elliott Anderson
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CAUTION
The
Activist
Im
"Iff ywi're not mat you're not paying attention!"
"The Activist" is your outlet for battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your
chance to do something about societal evils, instead of just whining about them. So speak up
and act up. Because if you 're not mad, you 're not paying attention. E-mail activist ideas to
rotunda@longwoodhvc.edu.

WISH Week Was A Sad
Excuse for Camping
TARYNLFOX
Guest Writer
I am white. I don't pretend
to know what it's like to be black
or any other race. No black person will ever know what it's like
to be white, as no white person
will ever know what it's like to
be black.
Can you imagine the outrage if a group of white kids on
campus decided that for a week
they were going to paint themselves in black face, I believe the
term is, to raise awareness of racism and to obtain the experience
of being black?
Not being black I can't say
for certain, but I expect that I
would be fairly ticked off and
most likely offended by someone
assuming they could appreciate
what it's like to be something they
are not
So why then would it be
any different with homelessness?
The only thing that I became aware of during WISH
week that I had not fully understood before was the level of stupidity possessed by some people
who are somehow still able to attend school at Longwood College.
I realize that there were
clothing drives and other such
beneficial events. However, one
particular aspect of WISH week
was an obscenity, Shantytown.
The very
idea of
Shantytown astounds me. If its
purpose was to raise awareness
concerning homelessness, it has
reinvented the wheel.

Who is not aware that there
are people in the world without
homes? Well maybe there are
people who have not been exposed to homelessness or do not
see it everyday, and thus
Shantytown has a purpose.
Unfortunately, those people
still have not seen homelessness.
They have seen a gross misrepresentation.
As the week progressed I
became more bewildered at the
ignorance and absolute density of
some of the people involved in the
creation and implementation of
Shantytown.
Allow me to elaborate on a
few examples of the idiocy that I
encountered. Several times during
WISH week I inadvertently became informed of disturbing verbal comments made by participants of Shantytown.
The perhaps worst presented itself as I walked to class
one day following a particularly
cold night. One such participant
offered me the poignant advise to
not become homeless because it
gets cold.
Stunned into speechlessness it took me a moment to fully
grasp what had just occurred.
When I finally was able to speak
this person had passed me headed
in another direction.
Not being one to hold my
tongue, and in hopes of revealing
the contrasting nature of the declaration just made. I turned around
and said, "Well at least you got to
go home to a nice hot shower."
The reply was a big smile
and an enthusiastic "Yeah "

Not only did this particular
Shantian not comprehend the significance of WISH week and why
they were out in the cold, but once
this was illuminated for them they
still stayed in the dark.
Whoosh, the sound of this
concept flying by their head, too
bad it didn't hit them.
Not only were there verbal
obscenities, but visual ones as
well. Cars were parked next to
tents covered in cardboard. Sleeping bags, pillows, radios, couches,
and yes, even a TV was brought
out onto Lankford lawn.
This is not homelessness;
this is camping!
There was laughing, frisbee
throwing, music blaring, and even
accounts of beer and marijuana.
Homelessness resembled
fun. On one of the cardboard
homes was written "Freshmen
Transitional Housing." What a
mockery of homelessness this is.
How counterproductive is this is
to the intent of WISH week?
While Shantytown was by
far the most absurd component of
WISH week, there were other stupidities. Throughout the dining
hall there were signs filled with
statistics of homelessness.
Sounds like a good idea.
But whom is it helping? How
many of us stopped to read the
signs? Some of the signs were
even accusatory, detailing the
amount of food wasted at the dining hall and then asking, what are
you doing to help?
Often we are given an

See WISH p. 4
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Printed Student
Directories—Why?
JACK E. PAPER
Induced Correspondent
In light of the recent budget issues with the state, the past
spending freeze and potential cut
to higher education budgets, as
mentioned in the newspaper, I
wonder about waste on this waste.
Not a waste of ideas, but of time
and energy.
At last 1 checked it was
March 30th with slightly more
than a month of school remaining. In time for summer, lined up
in print services, soon to be put
together and distributed, was the
BRAND-NEW STUDENT DIRECTORY. Hopefully this will be
distributed to us for use during the
final week of class (insert sarcasm).
I question only because I
wish to know: why WASTE the
time to produce, print and distribute this book?
At best, these books will
not be in our hands until the first
week in April. The information

will probably be outdated by
printing and most certainly obsolete in a month. Why?
With the ready available
internet version at a student's
beckoning call (remember third
entering class required to have a
computer), why even print a hard
copy, especially a month before
the end of school?
I simply feel that with everything that occurs on this campus the time could be better spent
I can't say that I'm disappointed; it is to be expected. However, if businesses wasted as
much as public institutions waste,
they would be OUT of business.
Perhaps the student body
would each prefer a beer (or soda
for those under 21, right?) instead
of a student directory that will be
of little use.
I applaud the effort because
a few students do not have access
to the Internet version. However,
I feel this effort is misplaced. Misplaced effort is unfortunately still
misplaced.

m&**ym
PROPS:
+ lb Biergarten
+ To Spring Weekend Anally arriving
+ To the weather finally getting wanner
+ To the Dining Hall workers for giving 110%
+ To Space Needle Cheesecake which can still give
us chills even after a year
DROPS:
- To the senior surveys being a graduation
requirement
- To the condition of Lankford Lawn due to
Shantytown
- To the insane amount of rain we've been getting
• To Daylight Savings time for messing up our
internal clocks and making us lose an hour of
sleep
- To the psychotic amount of work still left to do
Send your Props and Drops to rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu

WISH cont'd p. 3
amount of food and cannot
serve ourselves. The food is not
always what was expected.
In addition, I am willing to
bet that at least half of the amount
of food wasted in the dining hall
never hits a plate, but is thrown
away right out of the bin in which
it is displayed.
Perhaps this is due to preparing too much, or to legal regulations. Either way, it is beyond
the control of the student body.
Lastly, the participants in
Shanty town only experienced one

aspect of being homeless. They
slept outside. Shantians brushed
their teeth, used their own bathrooms, always had a meal, and
knew where they were going to
get that meal.
They took showers,
changed clothes, and most contradictory they are getting a college education.
No social stigmas were attached, no emotional baggage. We
ate not homeless. I am not Mack.
Why pretend that it is possible to imitate the anguish caused
by racism or the desperation of
homelessness?

•••Clean Up Your Act
Dear Editor:
This letter is in response to
the Activist on March 29, 2001,
by guest writer Anonymous, since
they didn't have the courtesy to
leave their name.
There are several statements made in their letter that the
Dining Hall staff finds offending
and rude.
About the tables, we have
never come close to exceeding the
maximum limit of people set by
the fire department.
The only times the Grand
Ballroom is closed are on the
weekends, which shouldn't come
as a surprise to
anyone since it has
been that way
since we opened
last year. The other ^
time it is closed is
when there is a
special event going
on.
We're really sorry about the
fact that when you do find a table,
there are scraps of food on it, but
if students could clean up after
themselves or just not make a
mess, then maybe it wouldn't be
a problem.
Do you really think we enjoy cleaning up partially eaten
food and glasses everyday? Do
your parents let you do that at
home?
How hard is it to take up
your trays? Every night we spend
at least fifteen minutes cleaning
up after lazy people who think
they are too special to have to
stand in line. We realize the dish
room gets backed up sometimes,
and we'll apologize now for that.
From the beginning of our
time at Longwood, we are told to
bring our ID with us everywhere.
Again, this shouldn't be a surprise. That rule about ID's has
been in effect for at least three
years.

OPINION
Some More Verbal Diarrhea
APRIL 5, 2001
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About the food, if you want
something added to the menu, fill
out a comment card, and be specific. We can't correct a problem
when all it says is, "The food
sucks." And honestly, we do look
at them, every week.
If you want pizza on the
weekends, the caf6 is always
open.
It's kind of hard to be so
friendly when we have to deal
with complaining students, seven
days a week, ten hours a day. We
do try to please everyone, but that
is just never going to happen.
Now, about the weekends.
Do you honestly
think that we
want to work all
day on Saturday
and Sunday?
News Flash.
We're students
too. We want to
enjoy our weekend as much as you do.
And if you can't get up
early enough to come in for
brunch, there is a simple solution.
Set your alarm. You've got all day
to sleep.
If you think that working
here is that easy, try it for a week.
It seems like you need the money
anyway. We're always luring.
Honestly, we do work hard
to please you. It's hard to be positive about our job when we only
hear criticism.
No one likes to constantly
hear that they are doing an awful
job. Sometimes even a positive
hello, and a smile is enough to
make our day.
If everyone would just
show some common respect and
courtesy, some of the problems
that we have wouldn't even need
to be addressed. Think about it.
-Kathleen Evans
Student Supervisor

ROYAYRES
Staff Writer
This week's column is going to be somewhat different You
see, when I wrote this I was very
ill.
Once you all read this I
should be feeling better. So instead of the usual riotous
laughfest that this column manages to produce, I feel the need
to inform you all about why I
am feeling ill.
It all started simple
enough with myself attending
the Wrestlemania showing in
Lankford.
It was great, but after if
was over and I was back in my
room, I started feeling ill. My
body ached and I could barely
move without pain.
What made this even
worse was the fact that I had to
do laundry. All I wanted to do was
sleep but NOOOOO!!! My stankass clothes were screaming for a
good scrubdown, so I had to put
their well being ahead of my own.
By the time the dryer was
done. I realized that it didn't do
its job and I had to put them in
for another round of drying. This
was really bad because I had to

get up early to do stuff.
Well Jhe laundry was done
and I went to sleep, in pain, for
about three hours. I slept in
rounds. What does that mean, you
ask?
It means that every hour I
woke up because I couldn't get
into a comfortable position. Once
I finally went back to sleep I realized that I'm really gonna feel

like crap in the morning.
No matter, though. I can
tough it. I'm 20 and in college and
there's nothing that can slow me
down.
Turns out there is! You see
when your body aches for whatever reason, it kind of forces you
to take a more stationary position
in the world, even the booming
thrill ride of college life.

Because of my illness I
have missed my classes for Monday and had to get an extension
on a history exam that would have
been on Tuesday.
I thank everyone for their
patience, compassion, and understanding.
Unfortunately I feel bad
about this. Ever since I was a kid
I tried anything to feign sickness
in order to not go to school.
I'd rather sit at home,
watch TV, and eat junk food.
Don't get me wrong, I am actually ill this time. It's just that my
past habits have made me feel
guilty and paranoid and I...uh
oh!
It appears as though a
slight fever is setting in. Yup,
it's fever alright. And man, it's
starting to rise. I'm beginning to
hallucinate. I now think that my
hands are fish...and they are attacking me. For the love of God,
stop biting me you damn fish!
Oh no, I'm delirious with
fever, yet I'm still writing and it's
all mysteriously coherent.
"Hey, stop pinching me!"
Sorry, a polar bear is pinching me like a little girt. Excuse
me, but I have to go smack it with
a rake.

5th Annual Multiple Sclerosis
fWalk-A-Thon A Success
Dear Editor
The FIFTH Annual Multiple Sclerosis Walk-A-Thon took
place at Longwood College on
Sunday-March 25th, with some
400 walkers-participating.
With this letter, it is my
happy task to send out heartfelt
thanks for the generosity and
spirit of sacrifice on the part of
many volunteers and sponsors.
At Longwood-Dr. Susan
Lynch and TRO (Therapeutic
Recreation Organzauon), Barnes
A Noble Bookstore, Women's
Basketball Team, Equestrian
Team, Faculty and Staff, Ellen
Masters and the O.I.V.E. Office,
Facilities Management, Men's
Golf Team, Office of Greek Affairs, L.E.A.F., Campus Police.
The Rotunda. Phyllis MaWe, and
Marilyn Othorn
Also, a number of fraternities and sororities, including Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha Gamma
Delta. Alpha Sigma Alpha. Alpha
Sigma Tau. lason Passabet (PBL),

Phi Kappa Tau, Alex Bailes
(Sigma Nu), Sigma Kappa, and
Tri Sigma.
Longwood Accounting majors Ashley West and Jessica
Fitzpatrick; technical assistance

from William Lynn; support from
junior Heather Goins and Ms.
Ellen Dutton of Richmond.
Scuthiid*. Amateur Radio
Club, The Farmville Herald (especially Marge Swayne), Davis
Ambulance. Town of Farmville
(especially the Town Manager's
office). Farmville Police, and ra-

■■' ■" ' .-

dio station WFLO
Principal Walk-A-Thon
sponsor* for 2001 are:
ARAMARK. Susan and Scott
Harwood, Lancer Productions.
Longwood College, Piedmont
Bike Shop, and WLCX-FM 91.3.
Also, kindhearted sponsors
for door prizes included: Pork n
More, Lighthouse Cafe, Kroger.
Dollar General, Fashion Post.
Radio Shack, Charley's Waterfront Cafe, Pairet's, Captain Seas,
Macado's.
Video
2000.
McDonalds, and Wendy's.
Thames to much hard work
by a team of dedicated folks, preliminary numbers predict a
record-breaking financial goal for
2001.
All pledges must be submitted by May 21, to the National
Multiple sclerosis Society. Blue
Ridge Chapter, One Morton
Drive. Suite lOo.Charlottesville,
VA 22903.
Sincerely.
Raymond Cormier

i
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NEWS & VIEWS

Massage Therapy Provides Health Benefits
STUDENT HEALTH
Massage therapy is the manipulation of soft tissue structures
of the body to prevent and alleviate pain, discomfort, muscle
spasm and stress, and to promote
health and wellness.
It is an ancient art revived
with the growing interest among
Americans in complementary
forms of healthcare.
Consumers currently spend
S2-S4 billion on visits to massage
therapists. Some insurance companies are beginning to cover
massage therapy and more health
care providers are prescribing it.
Current research funded by
the National Institute of Health is
looking at the effectiveness of
massage therapy.
Massage therapy has many
benefits for the body and mind
including:
'Relieves stress and aids
relaxation
•Relieves muscle tension
and stiffness
•Fosters faster healing of
strained muscles and sprained
ligaments
•Reduces muscle spasms
•Provides greater joint

flexibility and range of motion
•Enhances athletic performance
•Promotes deeper and
easier breathing
•Improves circulation of
blood and movement of lymph
fluids
•Reduces blood pressure
•Helps relieve tension-related headaches and effects of
eyestrain
•Enhances the health and
nourishment of skin
•Improves posture
•Strengthens the immune
system
•Fosters peace of mind
•Promotes a relaxed state
of mental alertness
•Helps relieve mental
stress
•Improves ability to monitor stress signals and respond appropriately
•Enhances capacity for
calm thinking and creativity
•Satisfies needs for caring
touch
•Fosters a feeling of wellbeing
. ^Reduces levels of anxiety
•Increases awareness of
mind-body connection
There are many types of

massage including Swedish masAre you looking for something better than what
sage (a gentle, relaxing massage
involving various techniques),
you've already lined up?
pressure point therapy for certain
conditions and injuries, reflexology, shatsu and acupressure, trigIf you are attracted to adventure. $6,000+,
ger point therapy, and sports massage which focuses on muscle
Call: 800-251-4000 ext 1428
groups relevant to the particular
sport
Most massage sessions last
an hour and involve undressing
and the use of some kind of oil or
lotion. Massage can take place in
a massage office, in a chiropracDear Career Comer:
people from various offices
tic office, or in the workplace.
I am a sophomore and I'm around campus to see what is
Massage therapy is pro- looking to find a job on campus available.
vided by a professional trained to so that I can earn a little extra
We also have a notebook in
provide various types of massage. money during the school year. the Career Center that lists exactly
The Virginia Department of How can I found out about on- what offices have openings and
Health Professions Board of campus openings?
most of these are also on our web
Nursing certifies massage therasite.
pists.
Low on Finances
Any other questions you
In order to be certified an
may have about the Work Study
applicant must graduate from an
Program can be directed to
Dear Finances:
accredited program and pass a
There are many places you Nadine Garret! in the Career Cennational certification exam.
can go to find out about on-cam- ter.
To locate a massage thera- pusjobs.
If you have any questions,
pist call the American Massage
We have a big event com- please feel free to call our office
Therapy Association at 1-888- ing up called the Work Experi- at x2063 or come by Lancaster
843-2682 or contact them at ence Job Fair to be held on Thurs- 139.
www.amtamassage.org.
day, April 12 from II a.m. to 2
If you have a question for
For more information on p.m. in the Dining Hall Lobby.
Career Corner, send an email to
this or any other health care issue
Here you can meet with lccareer@longwood.lwc.edu
call student health at x2102.

travel, challenge, and working with others,

Career Corner

All About Laura Eynon
and they moved to Richmond.
Laura's mom, "Ann without
the E" as she says, works for an
"When I look at my life, I architecture firm as an auto-cad
want to be able to look back and operator.
say I did all the things I wanted
Laura also has a sister, Sato do; I explored everything," rah. According to her, even
Laura says as she runs her hand though Sarah didn't go to college,
through her wavy brown hair.
she was "at the right place at the
"I want to know that I didn't right time."
not do something because I was
She is now living in Caliscared of how people would look fornia and is currently on tour
at me or what people would say. I with the band Orgy and will be
lived my life for me and did the accompanying Papa Roach on
things I wanted to do and didn't their next tour.
let anyone stand in my way."
Laura has had other people
"I want to know that when in her life have an influence upon
fate throws something in my path her other than her family. Her
I am going to notice and follow friend Megan introduced her to
through on it and not just walk some literature that helped her in
by."
her decision to become a vegan.
Laura Eynon was born in
"I was a vegetarian for two
Valdosu, Georgia, deep in the yean before becoming a Vegan.
south of the good old U.S. Her That was a decision I came to on
parents met in college at Valdosta my own based on the fact that I
State University and the rest, as don't think it's right to kill anithey say, is history.
mals. That's totally a moral and
Her dad, Ralph, works for ethical issue with me," she says.
Trustwood, a company that speLaura made the decision to
cializes in building supplies. become a vegan after reading
When Laura was four, her dad some literature on the dairy industransferred to Washington D.C. try given to her by her friend
JARED UNDERWOOD
Sports Editor

GREAT SUMMER WORK

Megan.
The information she
learned opened her eyes to the
mistreatments that take place in
dairy farms around the country.
So Laura decided to become a vegan.
According to her, a vegan
is someone who doesn't use or eat
anything with part of or a byproduct of an animal.
This means no eating meat,
eggs, cheese, and other meat and
dairy products. Also a vegan does
not wear leather, wool, or anything with feathers. She says that
most vegans don't eat honey, but
she does, because she "doesn't
have any issues with bees."
Laura has always wanted tc
be a high school teacher and everywhere she went in Virginia,
she heard about the wonderful
teaching program that Long wood
has to offer.
She also wanted to piny
field hockey in college after playing all four years in high school;
"I didn't want to play Division I
because there is too much stress

See LAURA p. 7

Camp Counselors and Specialists
Leading Summer Day Camp in Chester is seeking
energetic role models for Camp Counselors and Activity Specialists, including Arts & Crafts, Boating, Music
and Games, and Nature/ Outdoor Education.
Positions are full-time summer seasonal with over-time
pay. Great experience working with children in a real
summer camp. Prior experience welcomed but not
required.
Competitive pay & YMCA Membership
Pre-Camp training is required and provided
EOE, Drug-free Workplace
Call the YMCA TODAY at 748-9622 ext. 20

Dave flQatthctPS Tickets
The Longwood College Ambassadors
are selling raffle tickets to win two
tickets to the Dave Matthews Concert in
Charlottesville on April 21,2001.
Tickets are $5 and all proceeds go to
the American Cancer Society.
To purchase a ticket call Bill Fiege at x2138.
Drawing held April 9, 2001.

ENTERTAINMENT

KS CORNER
KEVIN ROCK
Calendar Editor

:tor's orders ... go to Bandfcst
2001. Hearing loud music for a long
period of time can relax the soul.
Ten great bands, nine hours of music playing, 8-Sideways kicking off
the event, seven boxes of free tshirts, six hours of great food being
cooked, five great chefs cooking that
food, four large signs to let you know
who is playing when, three o'clock
is the kickoff time for 8-sideways to
start, two headliner bands to entertain to your hearts delight, and I'm
your one and only Bandfest 2001
Director trying to make your weekend a memorable one full of fun and
memories!

Lancer Productions
Although gearing up for
their biggest weekend, Lancer
Productions still managed to hold
successful events before Spring
Weekend 2001.
The movie "The Legend of
Drunken Master" starring Jackie
Chan was held on Friday, March
30 with a crowd of SO students.
Following the movie was
the Karaoke Finals Round II,
which ISO Long wood students
attended.
On April
Fool's Day,
Sunday, April 1,
the amount of
people coming
out to the payper-view event,
Wrestlemania,
was no joke- a
whopping 2S0
students to see
the main event Stone Cold Steve
Austin catch the title from the
very popular rival, the Rock.
But the real main event is
this coming weekend, Saturday,
April 7, when Lancer Productions, along with the Tan Kappa
Epsilon fraternity and the Men's
Rugby Team, will host Spring
Weekend 2001, boasting the
theme. "One Weekend. One Party.
One Longwood."

Events will kick off at noon
on.Saturday and run through 6
p.m. There will be activities for
everyone, including music from
Bone Pony, Travelin' Max, The
Mike Plume Band, Fighting
Gravity, and Longwood's very
own Bryan Lee!
Inflatable Fun will also be
set up for student's enjoyment as
well as booths from various student organizations.
Aramark will provide an
outdoor lunch
and dinner, so
students
won't miss a
thing due to
their appetites.
Don't
forget
to
watch your
fellow
Longwood students get down and
dirty during the Oozeball tournament beginning at 10 a.m. on the
Lankford Lawn in front of Stubbs.
This is a weekend that is
looked forward to the most by
Upperchwsmen Mid won't want to
be missed by ANY students!
Make sure to check out
these, along with other upcoming
campus events, brought to the students by Lancer Productions!

Theatre Review: An Evening with Madame F
DAWNKANEHL
Asst. Opinion Editor

On Thursday, March 29,
Longwood proudly welcomed
Ms. Claudia Stevens in her onewoman play. An Evening with
Madame F.
The performance, held in
Jarman Auditorium, was a dramatic representation of women
who performed in the Women's
Orchestra while at the Auschwitz
concentration camp during the
Second World War.
Claudia Stevens, who
wrote and stars in the play, used
props such as a piano and a snare
drum to retell the story. It is
loosely based on the life of Fania
Fenelon, a French woman forced
into Auschwitz by the Nazis.
Stevens portrays Fenelon
during the 1970s, decades after
the war. Fenelon is on a book tour

and taking questions from the audience.
Stevens' dramatic monologues kept the audience in rapt
attention, and she did not shy
away from the emotional and ethical implications of how she survived the war.
She was chosen for the orchestra for her singing, instrument
playing, and composing abilities.
Of her experience the character
says, "How can I look back on it
and not feel I was a whore."
The orchestra played for the
Nazis in a desperate attempt to
stay alive. Stevens' character
says, "Others sell for success or
money only; what I did, I did for
life, for one more day of life." She
uses the piano, playing a rapid
crescendo to emphasize her key
points.
Stevens emphasized two
main points for the play: the

women of the orchestra were always separated from the others
(both emotionally and physically)
and they sang in order to live.
Before the war, they made
music because it gave them enjoyment; it was their passion in
life. But once they became victims of the war, singing became
an instrument of survival. "I realized my life has no meaning,"
Stevens' character says.
I met with Stevens after the
play at a reception. I asked her
what was the most important personal aspect of the play. "The connection between expressing as a
singer and existence."
And from Stevens' excellent portrayal, it is obvious to the
audience that this is the theme of
the play. As her character says at
the end of the play, "It is not living that matters. It is singing and
living. Living by singing."

Book Review: A Bad Girl's Guide to
Getting What You Want
MELISSA GILL
Staff Writer
What does a single twentysomething woman have to do to
get what she wants these days?
I needed answers to this
question.
They were quickly answered when I picked up 77i* Bad
Girl's Guide to Getting What You
Want.
This is the handbook of my
life!
This is a follow-up to Bad
Girl's Guide to the Open Road
by the wav\is
way, is a hysterical
which, bvthe

book about road trips and car tion of this beautiful book!
Of course it teaches one
parts!
All women need this in how to be a "bad girl" but I'd say
that most of us can easily fit into
their glove box!
A Bad Girl's Guide to Get- that description when needed.
ting What You Want teaches you
But unfortunately, if we are
the "skills" you need to get your too bad, it is considered bitchy.
hands on whatever your heart deThis book just praises badsires, be it a great apartment, the ness and makes bitch more like a
perfect man, or more frequent- compliment.
flyer miles.
With illustrations and hiIt gives many tips on how larious tips for getting your way,
to fill in resume gaps, what to do this is the book every bad girl
with your old bridesmaid dress, should possess.
or how to get rid of sleazy r.:;n.
Go buy it. You will be
This is only a sma"
$0181* descrip- happy that you did.

CD Review: At the Drive-in's
Relationship of Command
MELISSA GILL
Staff Writer
Need to rock? Then pick up
At the Drive-In s newest album
Relationship of Command.
This album gives you a
dose of rock/punk/metal/politcal
rage all in one small jewel case.
In my honest opinion, if
you like Rage Against the Machine, you can find solace in At
the Drive-In.
You get the punching rock
sounds with the angry/loud vocals.
At the Drive-In is not trying to copy Rage's sound at all,
but you can sometimes hear bits

of their influence in the songs.
When the opening track
"Arc Arsenal" begins, you know
you are in for a ride.

The energy of this album
doesn't stop until the end.
There is not a dull moment
on the album.

The drums are pounding,
the guitars loud and heavy, and
the singing desperate and angry.
All of this together makes
a fine rock album.
There are many highlights
to this album including, (but not
limited to), "Invalid Litter Dept.,"
"Rolodex Propaganda," and "One
Armed Scissor"-which is the current single of the album.
If I could say anything to
At the Drive-In, it would be
"Thank you. Thank you for making an album that rocked me."
I think we all need music
like that. The world would be a
better place.
4 stars.

Leftover Salmon To Play
Hampden-Sydney College
GEORGE LANUM
Staff Advisor

Leftover
Salmon—
polycthnic Cajun Slamgrass—
nearly indescribable with mere
words, will be performing tonight, Thursday,
April 5th, at HampdenSydney College in the
Kirby Fieldhouse at 9
p.m.
Leftover Salmon is
an upbeat flavor of bluegrass which pulls elements from Cajun,
Southern rock, and country, as well as, boogie and
assorted ethnic influences.
This band consists
of Drew Emmitt on vocals and
mandolin, Billy McKay on
Hammond organ and piano, Vince
Herman on vocals and acoustic,
Jose Martinez on drums, Mark
Vann on vocals and banjo, and
George Garrison on bass, producing a full, very capable bluegrass.
This is a band that features
some lively, can't stand still, mu-

sic. As with bluegrass, this band
does some amazing jamming and
improvisation.
For a live taste of Leftover
Salmon, check out the live, "no
overdubs and artificial ingredient

(jonyra/ufa/ions

in 1992. Because of their successful live show and their
emerging following, they followed with the live Ask the Fish
in 1995,
In 1997 they released Euphoria and most recently released the
Nashville Sessions in
1999 featuring such notables as Jerry Douglas,
New Pinnacle Members
Sam Bush, and Bela
Fleck among others.
In 2001, Herman
said that Leftover
Salmon plans to "record
a new album and our
next record will be a
;te Students
Gradual? Students
rock and roll kind of
Carol Ashe-Bigger
Trudy Bell Berry
record. We are all so
psyched about all of the
Jaime Lorraine Estes
Russell Dove
next possibilities and are feeling
Constance Guill Godsey
Laury Elizabeth King
really revived."
Susan Kente Nielsen
[Beth McDowell Wilkerson
For a band known for their
Rhonda
Renee Pedigo
live shows, I highly recommend
that you check out Leftover
Salmon. Sam Bush is opening
Pinnacle is the National Honor Society for
and this will be a good time!
non-traditional students who are often
Leftover Salmon, with
overlooked
by traditional campus honoraries.
special guest Sam Bush, HSC,
Kirby Field House, 9 p.m.

To the Spring 2001 ?innade initiates

Press Photo
added" Ask the Fish.

Leftover Salmon formed
over eleven years ago in Boulder,
CO as a result of Vince Herman's
Cajun "Salmonhcads" merger
with Emmitt and Vann of the bluegrass unit "Left-Hand String
Band."
Leftover Salmon released
their first album Bridges to Bert

Gays in Mr. Roger's Neighborhood
AUXSON BLAKE

CONGRATULATIONS
To Shafaali Nohria, recipient of the $100
essay contest sponsored by the Multicultural
Affairs Office.
Ms. Nohria is currently raising money and
awareness for victims of India's recent
earthquake. In the future, she anticipates
starting the Longwood Organization for
Global Relief, focusing on under-developed
countries or third world countries
experiencing major disasters.
Thanks to all those who submitted an essay!
■

If you weren't is (be ballroom last Wednesday night at 8
p.m.. thea you ousted a really
good time.
On March 28, a program
was presented in the Student
Union BallroonJ entitled What
Happens When the Getys Move
Into Mr. Roger's Neighborhood.
The program was headlined
f by B11 Leipold and Joe Bertohno,
a couple from New Yodt
Bil i« the Director of Resident Life at Rutgers University
(Newark) and Joe is an Associate
Dean of Student Life at Barnard
College of Columbia University
(NYC).
Leipold and Bertolino have
been traveling around the U.S.
talking to students about being
gay and how they themselves
have dealt with it as well as how
then friends and family have dealt
•nth it
But the biggest topic of the
night was how we, as students,
deal with the issue of homosexu-

ality here on campus and in every aspect of our lives.
They started off by asking
people in the audience to name
words that they bear around campus mat are associated with fay
people.
Many name* were said by
the audience and some of the
more noticeable ones ranged from
names most people are familiar
wim like "lesbos" and "dykes" to
other names we are not so familiar with like "fruity," "butt
baager," and "anal invader."
They next asked everyone
to name words or characteristics
mat they associated with their
friends mat arc gay
The audience came up with
a lot of words some of which are
compassionate, confident, understanding, and trustworthy.
After doing this, Bil and Joe
explained the point of the exercise.
JS
It was to show the comparison of both of these types of
words and that you may call gay
people all of these names, but if
you truly got to know a gay per-

son, you would see many of the
second set of words in them
Once (bey conveyed their
point, they explained a few terms
to the audience.
One terra was Homophobia
which means "the irrational fear
of gay, lesbian, and bisexual
people."
Leipold further went on to
say that there wen many thing*
you could do to combat Homophobia which included promoting awareness so mat people
realize they have nothing to fear.
They went on to discuss
more terms which lead into a discussion about awareness, knowledge, skills, and action which
went on to be the core of the rest
of their program.
They explained that first
you must have awareness and acknowledge the fact that there are
gay people.
Secondly, it is important to
gain knowledge about gay people
so you can understand them and

See GAY p. 14
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SPRING WEEKEND"'
LP Movie:
Vertical Limit
in ABC Rooms
@ 7:30 p.m.

Leadership
Awards Program
in the Grand
Dining Room
@ 11:45 a.m.-2:30 p. m.

Happy Passover
from JSO p^

Admissions
Open House
in Jarman
@ 9:00 a.m.

Baseball
vs.
Belmont Abbey
1:00 p.m.

Spring Weekend
Bands
@ 12:00-6:00 p.m.

ii
@1
Coi

Passe
in the Din
; @5:0€
Camerat;

the Roam
in 1

@8

Baseball
vs.
Belmont Abbey
@ 12:00 p.m.

Softball
vs.
Pfeiffer
2:00 p.m.
LP Movie:
Vertical Limit
in ABC Rooms
8:00 p.m.
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Men's &
Women's Tennis
vs.
Limestone
@ 1:00 p.m.
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nday Tuesday
th
10th
ication
a House
[Hull

):00 am.
im unity
ver Seder
ng Hall Annex
- 9:00 p.m.
t Singers with
ke Symphony
oanoke
:00 p.m.

JUT Professors

Are?

f April 2001
:00p.m.
BA

71_I

Uth

Thursday
12th

Baseball
vs.
Saint Paul's
@ 1:00 p.m.

Business
Open House
in Hiner
10:00 am.

Work Experience
Job Fair
in Dining Hall Lobby
@ 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

Men's &
Women's Tennis
vs.
Barton
@ 1:00 p.m.

Softball
vs.
St. Andrew's
@ 3:00 p.m.

AA Meeting
in the Dinwiddle Room
@ 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Kinzer / Schoenhals
Faculty Four-Hand
Piano Recital
inWygal
@ 7:30 p.m.

Cycling Club Meeting
Come and see what
it's all about
in the Charlotte Room
8:30 - 9:30 p.m.

wu

"Die Landsknechte:
Origins Recruitment,
and Organization"
by Dr. Gilbert Millar
in Hiner 207
@ 7:30 p.m.

nFarUpdMM)

Us iM ON *M* HOT
3iNG
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OFTAHLS

CAMPUS,!•••

now of anything from birthdays, to
!$, to off-campus events.„anything
fie sun, let us know! Email uss
4longwoodlwc.edu

Email the Jewish Student Organization at JSOiwc@yahoo.com
We'll answer your questions

r
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WRESTLE cont'd p. 1

fairly predictable.
tain his championship.
Guerrero did win, with help
The next match was equally from Perry Saturn and Dean
boring, with Tazz and the APA Malenko, as guessed.
taking on the Right to Censor, a
In fact, the only reason I
group of tie-wearing sissies who's was remotely interested in this
basic job is to stop the female match is because Test throws a
wrestlers from taking their clothes mean boot to the face, and I
off.
wanted to see it. Like a gift from
Though I could've really above, he did.
cared less about who won (I rarely
Towards the end of the
do with the opening matches) I match, there was a fairly audible
was going for Tazz because I don't crunch as Test buried his huge
like what the RTC stands for, and boot into Eddie Guerrero's head.
because RTC has the most annoyThough Test lost, I felt
ing entrance music, bar-none. gratified.
Man, do I hate those sirens.
Fifth on the card was the
Nothing exciting at all hap- Kurt Angle-Chris Benoit match.
pened during this match, with the Kurt Angle being my favorite
exception of a female wrestler wrestler, my pick was obvious.
(Jacqueline) giving a DDT to the
I'm going to gloss over the
leader of Right to Censor, Steven match itself, because it involved
Richards.
*
The match ended
with Bradshaw (one of the
APA) giving Val Venis
(One of the RTC) the
"Clothesline from Hell,"
most likely the best
clothesline in the busi^0
ness.
/
The audience was
starting to get wanned up,
and needed a match to get
the blood working.
We weren't left
hanging, because the next
match was a triple threat
(three person free-for-all) for the a lot of groundwork and less nohardcore tide.
table high flying manuevers.
Hardcore matches have no
Both competitors went back
rules, and weapons always come and forth with suplexes and subinto play immediately.
mission holds, but Angle eventuThis match featured the ally won with a roll-up combinachampion Raven, and two men tion.
much bigger than him.
As a measure of revenge,
One was Kane, a 300 pound Benoit attacked him backstage.
man with a mask to hide his
The women were up next.
burned face, and the other was the I'm not going to call this a match,
Big Show, who is approximately because it wasn't Chyna vs. Ivory
72" and weighs over 500 pounds. isn't a match. Chyna is an animal,
The match itself featured hands down.
potted plants, golf carts, and
Two minutes after she was
Raven getting thrown through a done throwing Ivory around the
glass window, emerging minutes ring, Chyna claimed the women's
later bleeding all over the place. title, and went on her way.
Accidents will happen.
One thing you have to give
This match did end in an in- Chyna, her outfit was a killer...it
teresting way, with the Big Show gave me an 80's flashback.
and Raven falling off of a ramp
What would Wrcsllcmania
and into a pit that appeared to be be without a family feud??
filled with chalk.
WWF owner Vince
Kane jumped in after them, McMahon was up next, battling
and pinned Raven.
his son, Shane, fresh off his reBallgame.
cent purchase of WCW. the
This was followed up by WWFs only real competition, if
the European Championship, you could call it that.
which was a poor match to put in
You'd have to have watched
the middle.
wrestling for the past couple
It pitted champion Test ver- months to understand everything
sus Eddie Guerrero. Guerrero that led into this match.
brought friends down to the ring
If not, you wouldn't know
with him, and the outcome was why Linda McMahon (Vince's

r

VX-ljv■3

wife) was in a coma, what Trish
Stratus and the whole doggy thing
meant (God, I could only wish)
and why Stephanie McMahon
was wearing "Daddy's little girl"
shirts.
The highlights of this
match were Linda "miraculously"
coming out of her coma to kick
Vince in the nuts, and Shane
McMahon performing one of the
most brilliant moves I have ever
seen, jumping the length of the
ring to droplock Vince in the face
with a trashcan.
You would have had to see
it to understand or believe it.
Shane pinned Vince after the
dropkick, throwing confusion
into the future of the family and
the WCW.
Now that everyone in the
audience was pumped, they
brought on TLC 2.
TLC stands for Tables,
Ladders, and Chairs, all legal
weapons in the match.
The basic point is that the
tag team tide belts are suspended
in the air above the ring, and
someone has to climb a ladder
and grab the belts.
The potential for getting
hurt is enormous.
The participants in this
match were the Dudley Boyz,
The Hardy Boyz (my personal
favorites), and Edge and Christian.
Along the way, three other
people got involved, but that
didn't matter. The violence that
ensued is why everyone was
watching.
By my count, people were
thrown through at least nine
tables, including one hellacious
fall in which Matt Hardy and Buh
Buh Ray Dudley were both
thrown off a 20 foot ladder, and
flew over the ring ropes through
a set of four tables that had been
set up.
Jeff Hardy had his trademark death dive (the "Swanton"
bomb) which he executed off a
ladder and into a group of wrestlers who were lying stunned on
a table.
Chairs were also used, I
lost count of how many times the
various wrestlers got cracked in
the skull.
This was by far the most
interesting match of the night,
though it paled in comparison to
the first TLC match held at last
year's Wrestlemania.
Edge and Christian finally
won, becoming tag champs for
the 1000th time.
Next was the gimmick
battle royal.in which the WWF

decided to bring back 20 wrestlers
from the past for a brawl.
It was kind of sad to see all
these men who had been ripped
and mean when I was 5 or 6 years
old come back, with their thinning
hair and potbellies.
I couldn't help but cheer for
some of my old favorites, as the
Bushwackers, Kamala. Earthquake, and a host of others made
a return.
The loudest cheers went to
Hillbilly Jim and Sgt. Slaughter,
but eventually, the Iron Sheik
(who must be 50-60 by now, and
took five minutes to waddle down
to the ring) prevailed.
The disparity here was that
it took 20 minutes for all the introductions, and the match was
over in 5 minutes.
I was left speechless and
with one question.."Who the hell
is The Goon?" I had never heard
of him before.
Two more matches to go,
and the crowd was intense. Undertaker-Triple-H began, and was
the most lopsided match of the
night after Chyna-Ivory, it seemed
to me.
When it was over, I couldn't
remember Triple-H having had
any real offense except when he
cracked the Undertaker in the
head with a sledgehammer. Or
perhaps I was just enamored with
the Undertaker's chokeslams, kidney punches, and the Last Ride
that eventually buried Triple-H.
Bleeding profusely from
his forehead, the Undertaker improved
his
record
in
Wrestlemania to 9-0. .
The beadliner of the night
was The Rock vs. Stone Cold
Steve Austin for the WWF championship.
This match had all the makings of a classic.
The two biggest fan favorite stars, the hype and the buildup, and the biggest pay-per-view

(SHANTY cont'd p. 1
towards the end of the
week, students still stuck through
the night, getting an even better
taste of die
homeless
/,
life.
/
"I had
to stay out
there in the
rain, but my
friends and
! rr.adc the
best of our
situation
"We toughed out the night,
(despite the nasty weather)," said
student Will Berg.

event of the year.
The match had a huge twist
at the end, and both men delivered with all they had.
I was rooting for Stone
Cold, I absolutely hate The Rock.
The match went back and
forth, featuring extensive use of
the outside railings and the
timekeeper's bell.
Back in the ring, the two
stars traded finishing manuevers,
even using each others trademarks against each other.
In a move that caused me
to hate him even more, the Rock
used "The People's Elbow," a
move I thought he had abandoned, due to the fact that it's the
stupidest thing ever invented.
But no, it wasn't to be. Finally, Vince McMahon came
down to the ring, and after a few
minutes, started helping Stone
Cold beat up the Rock.
Finally, Stone Cold won
after hitting the Rock in the head
and body with a chair about 15
times.
Stone Cold was the new
champ, and I was in shock.
He shook Vince's hand!!
Stone Cold, the man who
epitomized rebellion against authority, rampant drinking and general disrespect for the law had
sold out.
The audience was silent.
I was crying.
I even cried through the
raffle for prizes, but I might have
been crying then because practically everyone except me won.
Despite Stone Cold's betrayal, I still went back to my
room and toasted his victory with
a beer.
After all that, it'd be hard
to come up with a logical end to
this story, so I'm just going to say
that Phi Kappa Tau kicks ass
again, until someone else does
something cool to buy my allegiance.
!
: ;*. !
—,
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Longwood definitely has
new outlook on homelessness,
said best by one student, "If it's
as much
fun being
, /
homeless
as I bad in
ShantyviUe,
then I'd
drop out
and bejj1 c o ra e
homeless
myself, I
loved that hot chocolate,"
student Jake von Reyn.

*•.
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LAURA cont'd p. 5
and pressure at that high
level, but at the Division in level
it is more like playing in a league
or club and it's really not worth
the effort and time, so I like the
Division II aspect."
It seems, though, that things
have changed for Laura in the past
year or so. She no longer aspires
to be a high school teacher, just
recently changing her minor from
secondary education to women's
studies to go along with her English major and Psychology minor.
"I want to be in higher
learning; I am hoping to teach
women's literature.'' Laura plans
on moving on to do a graduate
study in women's literature at the
University of South Carolina and
then move on to teach women's
lit in college.
Also she has quit the field
hockey team; "I miss it a lot but
it's not worth it anymore," she
says. She got sick of putting so
much time and effort into it and
not having anything to show for
it. She was putting everything she
had into the team and she was improving so much, yet there was
nothing to show for her hard work
and dedication.
But Laura is still very involved in extra curricular activities and Longwood. She will be
doing Pyramid Tours in the fall,
which helps incoming freshmen
cope with the ordeals of coming

DIG cont'd p. 1

to a new school and dealing with has given her the chance to open
college life.
up. "I have always known that I
She also used to do orien- was different. I didn't necessarily
tation but won't be doing that be- know what homosexuality was."
cause she will be taking summer
Something significant hapclasses and simply won't have the pened to Laura when she was in
time to do it.
eighth grade though. A lesbian
Something new for her this couple moved in next door to her
semester is joining Mortar Board grandparents and Laura was inand helping plan next year's troduced first hand to a homoOktoberfesL She says it's really sexual couple.
fun but at the same time it's kind
They were nice people and
of scary, because what if some- her grandparents liked them too.
thing goes wrong?
She says she saw them as role
Laura is also a part of UA, models, as a kind of positive poror Unity Alliance, which is an or- trayal of a lesbian couple instead
ganization for gays, lesbians, bi- of all the negativity that went with
sexuals, transsexuals, heterosexu- homosexuality at that time.
als - "it includes pretty much evLaura has never had any
eryone," she says. Their main aim confusion about her sexuality or
is sexuality and sexual orienta- felt bad about it. "You fall in love
tion.
with whoever you fall in love
Right now the main goal of with; you can't help that. I would
Unity Alliance is trying to gel consider myself a lesbian, but if I
sexual orientation included in were to meet some guy that just
Longwood's non- discrimination swept me off my feet, then I
laws. Right now the only thing wouldn't not go out with that perstopping this from happening is son just based on sex or race. How
the Board of Visitors.
I classify myself is based on the
"It's really sad because majority of my experiences but I
Longwood is the only school in wouldn't cancel someone out just
the state that doesn't include based on that."
sexual orientation in their nonNo one knows what is godiscrimination laws."
ing to happen next and it doesn't
Laura is very passionate seem like Laura is really worried
about Unity Alliance and it's about it. She just doesn't want to
cause because Laura is a lesbian. miss out on life. Whether it's
Since coming to college she has teaching, running, working, or
really been able to open up to whatever, she wants to do it to the
people and find herself.
fullest. Hopefully all of us can
Just getting out of her house learn something from Laura..

mounds looked similar to other
By Friday afternoon, slave cabin remains that had been
though, a few of the students who found by other anthropologists.
had previously been to the
So Hedman took a small
Gumbey site began to get edgy.
crew there, and they found probThe site was small, and the able evidence of slave cabins.
digging was not going well, since
First, they found round, flat
most of the dirt got to be too hard stones which would have been
to trowel through.
Hedman had
already decided to
take a select group of
people into another
part of the farm to do
some shovel test pits »
on interesting-looking mounds located
on the side of a hill.
These mounds
were on a section of
Photo by Matt Stevens
land that probably
would have been hard to do any- used to keep the foundation of the
thing with, because of the incline. cabins off the ground in order to
It would not have been keep moisture out.
There was also a lot of brick
food for farming or livestock, so
Hedman and Jordan thought the found, not of the high quality of
mounds might be the remains of the Gumbey site, but lower quality brick that may have been used
slave cabin chimneys.
The plantation where they for the chimneys of slave cabins.
They also found a long
were located had had over 500
slaves at one time, and the piece of wood buried in the

middle of one of the mounds.
On Saturday, Hedman decided to take a few more people
down to the Glade site to continue
excavation there.
The mound in which they
found the most artifacts was quartered and excavated.
This dig revealed more brick,
80 to 90 percent of
all artifacts were
brick, plus 50 to 60
pieces of chinking.
Chinking is
mud or clay that is
squished in between
the planks or logs of
a building in order to
keep out the elements.
All in all, this was a successful dig, and Dr. Jordan plans
to take more classes to the Glade
site, rather than the Gumbey site.
While it can never be ascertained if the artifacts found were
from Dadda Gumbey's cabin, the
Glade site offers a more exciting
challenge to the next group of
would-be anthropologists.

ipHNg WeeReNd 2001
One Weekend, One Party, One Longwood

Friday, April 6, 2001
Oozeball (3:30 p.m.- ???) Lankford Lawn in front of
Stubbs; sponsored by the Longwood Ambassadors
WLCX Bandfest (3 p.m.- 12 a.m.) Her Field (behind
the New Dining Hall)

Schedule of Bands:
3:00 pjn. - 3:45 p.m.
3:45 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.-5:15 p.m.
byLP)
5:15 p.m. -6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.- 11:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m.- 12:00 a.m.

Timid
Bailout
K.J. James (sponsored

Zion Wave
Shindig
Virginia Coalition
First Floor
Jepetto
Georgia Avenue
Dean Fields & the

Questionable Motives

Saturday, April 7, 2001
Oozeball (10 a.m.-???)
Spring Weekend Festival (noon- 6 p.m.)
Featuring the music of: Travelin' Max, Bone Pony,
(Longwood's own) Bryan Lee, The Mike Plume Band,
and Fighting Gravity!
Also featuring inflatable fun: Bouncy Boxing, Gladiator Joust, Rock Wall, Bungee Run, and Obstacle
Course
Other events: Student Booths, Chili Cook-Off, Wax
Hands novelty give-away
Free Spring Weekend T-Shirts will be given away
throughout the day provided by Lancer Productions!
Lunch and Dinner outdoors by ARAMARK
Spring Weekend 2001 sponsored by Lancer Productions, TKE,
and the Men's Rugby Team

THE ASC

Open 8:00am to 10:00pm
DAILY
To any Longwood Student
Graham Building, X2391

VrMrVEEVBNUTBTIIiUKE

■KismiimimnT
THE LONGWOOD COLLEGE
ARCHAEOLOGY FIELD SCHOOL
May 21 - June 15, 2001
That's right! For four weeks you can live
the adventure that is archaeology and earn
6 credits at the same time. Brave the wilds
of Charlotte County as you discover the
remains of an ancient culture along the
banks of the Staunton River. The crew for
this summer's adventure is now forming.

For more information
Contact Mr. Brian Bates at 395-2875
e-mail: bbates@longwood.lwc.edu
Minimum G. P.A of 2.5 or permission of instructor required
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PORTS
Fans, Scoring Mar Doubleheader
APRIL 5,2001

umpires, unless a call went
Longwood's way, in which they
were quick to bait the umpire and
When you play a sport, tell him what a great job he was
there are a few things you under- doing.
stand are just going to happen. If
If these were the parents of
you play at another team's field, any Longwood player, I feel sin(he fans are going to be brutal.
cerely sorry for you. I can only
You need that thick skin. imagine how terrible your Little
But there are limits. And during League experiences must have
Longwood's doubleheader vs. been.
Anderson College on March 31st,
There is absolutely no place
the home fans crossed them.
for that in sports. As a former
The sad thing was, it wasn't umpire myself, I can tell you that
even students. There was one par- the first thing that will happen
ticular fraternity who yelled at when fans get on your case is that
Anderson's starting pitcher a few you'll begin to see just how nice
times, even rattling him to the the other team is being.
point that he started pointing in
Then, close calls may start
the stands and yelling back on one going their way. But one thing is
occasion.
for sure, the people who won't
I found that amusing, be- shut up aren't going to catch a
cause as a visiting player, you break.
need to be prepared for that.
Longwood possibly lost
Taunting opposition is one of two or three calls by the end of
those guilty pleasures hometown the game, based completely on
fans enjoy, and the fraternity did the idiot parents/hometown faithnothing out of hand.
ful who couldn't shut up.
The problem was the older
As for the games themadults. They couldn't have shut up selves, I was fairly impressed.
if their lives depended on it, and Both games were close (7-4,5-7)
their insults weren't directed at and well played for the most part
Anderson's dugout, they were diIn the first game, Jason
rected at the umpires.
Hunseker pitched an excellent
There was one particular seven innings, allowing four runs
group, sitting right below the while striking out four and pickpressbox, who just wouldn't quit ing up the win.
Call after call, they harassed the
Patrick Richardson picked
PATRICK HOWARD
Staff Writer

up the save with two solid relief
innings, striking out three.
Longwood was paced by
captains Travis Pfitzner and Jeremy Kr.icely, who each blasted
homeruns, Knicely's coming with
a man on base.
LaRon Wilson, Ryan Costa,
and Brian Medley each chipped
in two hits apiece to aid
Hunseker's cause.
The second half of the
doubleheader didn't turn out so
well, as Longwood lost in extra
innings, 7-5.
Richardson picked up
where he left off, pitching the First
5 1/3 innings, allowing five runs
while striking out four.
Robbie Chinn relieved him
at that point, and after a shaky
start, performed admirably, allowing just two runs in the final 2 2/3
innings.
Though the end result
wasn't favorable, Longwood did
start off with a bang in the first
Wilson started the game off with
a single, moved around on a wild
pitch and a passed ball, and scored
on Pfitzner"s single.
Knicely followed that at bat
with another single, and both runners moved up a base on another
passed ball.
Pfitzner scored on a long
sacrifice fly by Medley, and
Knicely scored when the next batter, Louis Shackelford, drove a
double down the right field line.
The next two runs came in
the third. Medley singled,
Shackelford got drilled by a pilch,
See FANS p. 15
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Lacrosse Suffers First Defeat
PAULLYON
Sports Information

Longwood, ranked #2 in
the IWLCA Division II Poll, went
2-1 last week against Division I
Howard (D.C.), March 28, Lock
Haven (P.A.). April 1, and West
Chester (PA.). April 2. The Lancers defeated Howard 17-10 at
Lancer Held, and on the road defeated Lock Haven 16-7 and lost
to #3WCU 13-11 for the team's
first loss of the season.
Howard scored three early
goals and held a 3-1 advantage
but the Lancers came charging
back, scoring the last four goals
of the half to lead 8-4 at the break.
Senior Natalie Smith/
Albemarle HS had two goals and
three assists in the game to become the All-Time leader in career points at Longwood with
239.
Freshman Carlee Ullery/
Albemarle HS also had five points
on four goals and an assist, and
sophomore
Jen
Hilbert/
Annandale HS had four points on
four goals.
Freshman Kristy Taylor/
Bishop Ireton HS had a four-point
game with three goals and an assist for LC. Senior Rachel Bunn/
Northeast (M.D.) HS played 50
minutes with 12 saves, before
freshman Stacey Schmidt/Eastern
(N.J.) HS entered the game, making one save in the final 10 minutes.
At LHU. Longwood
scored 14 first-half goals fora 142 halftime margin in the big victory. Junior Kris Denson/
Stafford HS torched the Eagle

nets for five goals and assisted on
one to lead LC.
Ullery and Taylor each
added three goals and one assist
Smith contributed one goal and
four assists in the game.
Longwood used Bunn (1
save) in goal for the first half and
Schmidt (6 saves) in the second.
At WCU, the Lancers
jumped out to a 6-1 lead before
the host Rams roared back with
eight goals over the final 6:28 of
the first half for a 9-7 lead at the
break. They continued the barrage
with four unanswered goals in the
second half for a 13-7 lead.
LC battled back with the
last four goals of the game but fell
short 13-11.
Junior Beth Hadrys/
Joppatowne (M.D.) HS scored
three goals and Smith finished
with two goals and an assist
Sophomore Kris ten Beatty/
Robinson HS and Ullery each tallied two goals and Taylor had a
goal and two assists. Bunn made
11 saves in goal for LC.
Through 10 matches. Smith
leads Longwood with 18 goals
and 21 assists for 39 points.
Ullery follows with 38
points on 30 goals and eight assists, along with Denson, who has
28 goals and five assists for 33
points. Taylor has 27 points on 16
goals and 11 assists and Hilbert
has 20 points on 14 goals and six
assists.
'
Longwood next plays Apri I
7, at Limestone (S.C.) in another
battle between top 10 teams. The
game is scheduled to begin at 11
a.m. in Gaffney, South Carolina.

: Lancer Tennis Splits
GREG PROUTY
Sports Information

MAKE A DONATION AND RECEIVE A
MAKEOVER
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As STUDENTS or LONOWOOO COLLEGE, WE HAVE AN
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Longwood split four
matches last week, defeating
Hampden-Sydney 7-2, March 27
and Wingate (N.C.) 6-2, March 31
while falling to nationally-ranked
#30 Bloomsburg (P.A.) 8-1,
March 30 and to Erskine (S.C.)
7-0. March 31.
The Lancers played the latter three matches in Wilson, N.C.
during the North-South Duals.
Longwood is now 5-8 overall, remaining 1-5 in the CVAC, and
scheduled to play at conference
opponent Pfeiffer (N.C.) April 5.
Against Hampden-Sydney,
LC earned its 5th- siraighi triumph

past the Tigers.
The Lancers got singles
wins from senior Igor Bilalagic/
Albert Einstein (Germany) HS
(#1), junior Gorjan Bilalagic/J.R.
Tucker HS (#2), sophomores Jeff
Henley/Salem HS (#3) and Paul
Petersen/Blacksburg HS (#4),
along with junior Mirza Iljazovic/
Prince George HS (#5).
LC won two of three
doubles matches with wins from
G. Bilalagic and Henley (#2)
along with I. Bilalagic and
Petersen (#3).
Against Wingate, LC got
singles wins from I. Bilalagic, G.
Bilalagic, Henley, Petersen. and
Iljazovic. G. Bilalagic and Henley
also won in doubles. Against

Bloomsburg, LC got a doubles
win from G. Bilalagic and Henley.
Through 13 matches. Longwood is led in singles by Iljazovic
with his record of 6-6.
Iljazovic is followed by
Petersen (6-9). G. Bilalagic (5-7),
Henley (5-9), sophomore Matt
Graham/Great Bridge HS (#6, 48), and I. Bilalagic (4-9).
In doubles, I. Bilalagic and
Petersen are 6-5, followed by G
Bilalagic and Henley (6-6) and
Graham and Iljazovic (2-8).
Following the Pfeiffer
match, Longwood will host
CVAC opponent Limestone
(S.C.) April 7 before traveling to
conference foe Coker(S.C (April
8.

—
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what they are all about.
The last two things are to
use your skills in order to take
action.
There are many ways you
can take action that include accepting gay people for who they
are, as well as staying away from
jokes and other things that would
offend a gay person.
Bil and Joe also went on to
tell their own personal stories
about when they came out and
how difficult it was for their family and friends.
But, there were some funny
parts too.
Leipold told a story about
how his mom actually set him up
ou a date with a "gay gap boy"
and even picked out his outfit.
It was then that be knew she
had accepted him for him.
The one thing in the whole
program which was the most important of all was something that
Joe himself said.
"We didn't choose to be
gay, we chose to be out"

Golf Breaks School
Record
Magnusson, who also esGREGPROUTY

Sports Information
Longwood established a
new school-record 54-hole team
score of 293-284-305-882, March
30-April 1, to tie for 7th-place
among 32 teams at the annual
Camp Lejeune Intercollegiate
Men's golf tournament in North
Carolina.
Methodist (N.C.) won the
event with its 282-259-292-833
played at the Paradise Point
Club's two courses: the Gold
Course, a 6,903-yard, par 72, and
the Scarlet Course, a 6,130-yard,
par 70 layout.
The Lancers will next compete in the 36-hole Carolina Sands
Invitational this weekend, April 78, in Elizabethtown, N.C.
At Camp Lejeune, LC was
led by freshman Carl Magnusson/
Linkoping, Sweden with his 7368-76-217, the third-best 54-hole
individual score all-time at the
College to tie for 19th- place
among 160 golfers.

tablished a new school-record for
36-holes (141), was followed by
senior Niklas Jansson/Balsta,
Sweden (74-71-76-221, 5th-best
all-time, t-30th), freshman Mike
Nemcosky/Great Bridge HS (7373-75-221, 5th-best all-time, t30th), junior Myles Jones/La
Moye, United Kingdom (73-7278-223, t-34th), and sophomore
Chris Pugh/Cave Spring HS (7873-81-232, t-66th).
The Lancers also set a new
team school-record for 36-holes
(577) at Camp Lejeune.
Through three tournaments
this spring, Longwood continues
to be led by Magnusson and his
75.12 average. Magnusson is followed by Jansson (75.71),
Nemcosky (77.73), Pugh (78.35),
and Jones (78.09). The Lancers
are averaging 305.76 as a team.
Following the Carolina
Sands event, Longwood will participate in the CVAC Men's Golf
Championship April 22-24 in
Monroe, N.C.

Baseball Batting .500 for the Week
GREG PROUTY
Sports Information
Longwood split a doubleheader with visiting CVAC opponent Anderson (S.C.) Match 31 at
Lancer Stadium, winning the first
game 7-4 before dropping the second game 7-5 in an extra inning.
The series finale scheduled
for April 1 was rained out, along
with a scheduled game at
Ly nchburg College March 29, as
the Lancers stand at 14-10 overall, 5-10 in the CVAC.
Longwood was scheduled
to host Saint Paul's for a double
header April 3 at Lancer Stadium
Against Anderson in the
Opener,LC rallied froma 2-0deficit in the 4th inning to claim victory as senior Travis PfitznerAjarField HS (2-4. RBI) and sophomore Jeremy Knicely/Spotswood
HS (1-3, 2 RBI) each hit home
runs.
Pfitzner hit a solo shot in
the 4th inning, while Knicely
slammed a two-run blast in the
7th inning. LC also got two hits
each from senior Ryan Costa/Buffalo Gap HS (2-4, RBI), sophomore LaRon Wilson/Lee-Davis
HS (2-4), and freshman Brian
Medley/Halifax County HS (2-4,
RBI).
Medley had an RBI single
tin the6th inning, while Costa had
an RBI double in the 7th inning.
•

Sophomore
Jason
1 lunsecker/York HS (4-0) got the
pitching win with the first 7.0 innings, scattering six hits with
three earned runs and four
strikeouts.
Sophomore
Patrick
Richardson/Varina HS (1) earned
his first save with the final 2.0 innings, yielding no hits with three
strikeouts.
In the nightcap, LC led 5-1
through four innings before the
Trojans tied the game at 5-5
through six innings and added two
more runs in the extra eighth
frame to take the win.
Tne Lancers were led by
senior Dave Trumbower/Cave
Spring HS (3-4.2 RBI) who collected three hits, including a tworun double in the 3rd inning.
Wilson (2-5) added two hits for
LC, while Pfitzner (1-4, RBI),
Medley (1 - 3. RBI), and freshman
Louis Shackelfonl/Denbigh HS
(1-3, RBI) each had an RBI in the
game.
Pfitzner hit an RBI single
in the 1st inning. Medley had a
sacrifice fly in the 1st, and
Shackelford hit an RBI double in
the 1st inning as well Freshman
Robbie Chinn/Midlothian HS (25) took the mound loss with the
final 2.2 innings of relief, allowing three hits and two earned runs.
Richardson had started and
went the first 5.1 innings, allowing six hits and four earned runs

with four strikeouts.
Through 24 games, Longwood is being led offensively by
Wilson with his .454 batting average, including seven borne runs
and 18 RBI.
Wilson is followed by
Pfitzner (.412. 7 HR, 31 RBI),
Knicely (.356, 8 HR. 28 RBI),
sophomore, Orlando James/LeeDavis HS (.340), Trumbower
(.328), Medley (.319, 4-1st. 19
RBI), and Costa (.313,1 HR, 20
RBI).
On the mound, Hunsecker
is 4-0 with a 2.04 ERA through
35.1 innings with 27 strikeouts
Hunsecker is followed by senior
Derrick Ellison/Loudoun County
HS (4-2,4.26 ERA, 31.2 innings.
31 strikeouts), Chian (2-5, 5.08
ERA, 44.1 innings, 32 strikeouts),
and Richardson (1-1, 5.77 ERA,
39.0 innings. 29 strikeouts.
The Lancets are hitting
.338 as a team with 34 home tons
and 188 RBI. while the pitching
staff has a combined ERA of 4.92
through 190.1 innings with 147
strikeouts.
Following the games
against Saint Paul's, Longwood
will host conference opponent
Belmont Abbey fN C ) for »nother three-game weekend series
April 7-8 at Lancer Stadium. The
two teams will play a doubleheader Saturday beginning at 12
p.m. before playing a single-game
Sunday at I p.m.

Potts Named CVAC
Pitcher of the Week
GREG PROUTY
Sports Information
Jennifer Potts
has received her second CVAC Softball
Pitcher of the Week"
award for 2001.
Potts is a sophomore from Longwood
College who collected
three big conference
wins on the week for
the Lancers.
The Purcellville,
V.A. native started in
two of the victories
and then came on in relief to pick

up the other victory.
For the week in 15.2 innings, she gave up only one
earned run, while
scattering 10 hits
and striking out
five.
For
the
year. Potts has an
ERA of 2.51 (9th
in CVAC), while
collecting 15
wins (2nd in
CVAC) to go 159 on the year.
Longwood is 179-1 overall. 5-0-1
in the CVAC.

Women's Golf Up to Par
PAULLYON
Sports Information
Longwood finished 12th at
the William & Mary Invitational
March 31-April 1 after shooting
a335-332-667. The 36-hole tournament, held at the Ford's Colony
Golf Club, was won by NCAA
Division I Notre Dame (Ind.) with
a score of 312-314-626.
Freshman Ellen Berg/
Berzeliusskolin (Sweden) led
Longwood with a 78-83-161 and
finished tied for 24th.

Senior Mandy Beamer/
Nottoway HS was tied for 29th,
with a 83-79-162, and was followed by sophomore Kacia
Shwen/Rock Springs, Wyo. (8786-173) and freshman Mary Millage/St. Peter's Secondary,
Ontario (89-84-173), who finished in a tie for 61st.
Freshman Katie Ladowicz/
Homewood-Flossmoor (III.) HS
completed the scoring for the

See PAR p. 15
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Free Online
Practice Test!
Don't go unprepared into your
admissions exam. Access the online
test labs at kaptnst.com/news
Take a full-length practice test, and
get immediate scoring and
performance feedback!

Practice can get you a higher score.
So, take a practice test today! It's free.

KAPLAN
800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.coni
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crs are led this
year by Berg with a 78.94 scoring average, followed by Bearner
with a
Millagehas a scoring average of 82.24, and is followed by
Shwen
ges 85.73.
FANS cont'd p. 13
and both came home as first
baseman Dave Trumbower drove
a line drive
o left center.
Un!
!y, Anderson's
pitchers settled down, and
in v
8
^HBtf cold after
that, manag just three hits over
the final Winnings.
My final thoughts are directed towards the scorekeeping.
I have washed many of
Longwood'f i ;arflte this season,
and I have ni - lone thing. The
scoring is defil itely home-team.
This is not to say Longwood isnt a tod hitting team.
These |pysffit be ball harder than

Ladowicz has played IS of
17 rounds this year and averages
86.27 per round The team's overall scoring average is 321.88.
The Lancers next tournament will be April 7-8, at the
James Madison Invitational in
Harrisonburg, V.A.
The tournament will be
held at the Lakeview Country
Club.
anyone I remember doing in hi;
school. They have solid swi;
and solid mechanics.
However (for those of you
who don't understand basel
when you bit a ground ball
bits an opponents glove ai
bounces off, rolls between
legs, skips past them when
should have obviously been
handled, etc., it IS NOT A HTT!1
It is an error. I have seen
this happen at least three or four
hines in various games, and the
scoreboard flashes that it was
counted as a hit
Longwood's line-up is full
Of solid bitten from top to bottom. They don't iwad (heir statistic, padded

Women's Tennis
Double Faults
GREG PROUTY
Sports Information
Longwood won one of
three matches last week, defeating North Carolina-Pembroke 8I, March 31 while falling to
Bloomshurg (PA.) 7-2, March 30
and to nationally-ranked #30
Presbyterian (S.C.) 5-0, March
31.
The Lancers
played the latter three
matches in Wilson,
N.C. during the
North-South Duals.
Longwood is now 83 overall, remaining
5 1 in the CVAC, and
scheduled to play at conference
opponent Pfeiffer (N.C.) April 5.
Against UNC-Pembroke,
LC got singles wins from senior
Whitney Shaw/Prince George HS
(#2), freshman Danielle Hess/Bel
Air (M.D.) HS (#3), senior Tricta
Ramsey/Halifax County HS (#4).
junior Laura Veazey/Prince
George HS (#5). and freshman
Cecilia Robinson/Brookville HS
(#6).
The Lancers swept the
three doubles matches, getting
wins from junior Michelle Will-

iams Tober/Washington-Lee HS
and Hess (#1), Shaw and Veazey
(#2), along with Ramsey and
sophomore Laura Whitehurst/
Western Branch HS (#3).
Against Blooms burg, LC
got a singles win from Robinson
(#6) and a doubles win from
Veazey and Robinson (#3).
Through 11 matches. Longwood— ranked #7
in the ITA East Re gion — is led in
singles by Hess
with her record of
12-3.
Hess is followed by Veazey
(11-3), Ramsey (114), freshman Loren Robertson/
Robinson HS (#6.10-3), Shaw (97), Williams Tober (#1, 8-7),
Robinson (4-0), and junior Amie
Slalon/Franklin HS (4-1).
In doubles, Hess and Williams Tober are 13-5, followed by
Shaw and Veazey (8-3) and
Ramsey and Robertson (5-2).
Following the Pfeiffer
match, Longwood will host
CVAC opponent Limestone
(S.C.) April 7 before traveling to
conference foe Coker (S.C) April
8.

Softball Dominates In Four Wins
PAULLYON
Sports Information
Longwood won four
straight games last week,
defeating conference foes
Mount Olive (N.C.) 8-0
and 1-0, March 27, and
Anderson (S.C.) 7-1, and
4-0, April 1.
The Lancers improved their record to 179-1 on the year, 5-0-1 in
the CVAC.
Against MOC,
sophomore Jennifer
Potts/Loudoun Valley HS
— the CVAC's Pitcher of
the Week for the second
time this spring — had
two steller appearances
on the mound, pitching a
complete game two-hitter
in the first win, and 3.1 innings of one-hit relief for
the win in the second.
In the first game. Potts was
2-2 at the plate with two runs
scored and an RBI.
Also performing well in the
first game were sophomore
Shelby Ray/L.C. Bird HS. who
was 2-2 with a run scored, and
freshman Kelly Burns/Damascus
(M.D.) HS, who went 1-2 with a
run scored and an RBI.
In the second game, LC got
the game winning single from
sophomore Angie Burnette/

Southern Durham (N.C.) HS in
the bottom of the sixth and retired
the Trojans 1-2-3 in the seventh
to pick up the win.

Bums came through again,
going 3-3, and Potts got on base
to score the game winning run.
At AC, Potts was key in the
first game, pitching a completegame, scattering seven hits with
three strikeouts, and giving the
team all the offense it needed on
a three-run triple in the third inning.
Ray (2-3. RBI) then scored
Potts with a double, completing
the Lancers four-run inning.
Burnette was also 2-3 with an

RBI.
In the second game.
Burnette pitched a completegame shutout, allowing only four
hits and striking out
four.
Ray went 2-4
with an RBI and two
runs scored, and freshman Heather Williams/
Appomattox County
HS went 2-2 with an
RBI.
Through
27
games, Longwood is
led offensively by
sophomore
Andi
Papadopoulos/
Hopewell HS with a
.410 average in 39 atbats.
Ray is batting
.333 and leads the team
in doubles (6), home
runs (2). and RBI (15).
Potts is hitting .319 with 10
RBI, and Burns is batting .306
with nine RBI in 49 at-bats.
Potts has appeared in 25
games for LC and has pitched
142.1 innings with 74 strikeouts,
16 complete games, and a no-hitter.
Longwood win next play a
doubleheader at Queens (N.C.) on
April 7, at I p.m. April 8, LC returns to Farmville to face Pfeiffer
at 2 p.m. on Lancer Field.

4» Counseling Center 4» Counseling Center +
Dr. Wayne O'Brien and Dr. Maureen Walls areprofessionals who offer counseling services
to Longwood students. There are many reasons
students participate in counseling:
♦
To understand themselves better
♦
To improve grades
♦
To relieve symptoms of depression or anxiety
♦
To recover from trauma
♦
To improve relationships
The Counseling Center is located in Lancaster
Hall, Suite 126. Please call 395-2409 to schedule
an appointment.
# Counseling Center 4» Counseling Center 4»

Rotunda Raffle
TGIF Outlet
Kroger
Golden Corral
Roy Ayres
Illusions
Lighthouse Cafe
Keeton Soundz
Macado's
MJS, inc.
Burger King
Circa 2011
Creamery
Best Super Deli
PinoY
■ Cheese & Co.
Martin the Jeweler
Nailhouse Rock
Piedmont Bike Shop
Eckerd
Captain Seas
Shoney's
DQ
Video 2000
Noah's Last Stop
Farmville Auto Parts
Longwood Bookstore
Pork-N-More

$20 Gift Certificate; J Crew Hat
$10 Gift Certificate
4 Free Buffets and Drinks
CD Player Boom Box
$25 Gift Certificate
$25 Gift Certificate
$25 Gift Certificate
$10 Gift Certificate
$25, 2 Carat Citrine
3 Free Whopper Value Meals
$50 Gift Certificate
Dinner for Six
Free Lunch
Large One Topping Pizza
Free Lunch
$112 Ice Bucket
Free Manicure and Pedicure
$25 Gift Certificate
Picture Frame
$10 Gift Certificate
$10 Gift Certificate
Free DQ Blizzards
$20 Free Rentals
$25 Gift Certificate
Industrial Flashlight w/ Batteries
2 $40 Organizers
2 Free Dinners

■•IBICES for the tickets will be $3 for
MORE THAN 100 CHANCES to win or
for MORe TttaN 225 CttSNCOSl!

